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SimMan Essential
Improving Patient Safety

A realistic, full-body, adult, wireless patient simulator, SimMan Essential offers  
comprehensive clinical functionality to teach the core skills of airway, breathing, 
cardiac, and circulation management.  
With ‘simplicity of use’ being a core principle of its design, both novice and 
experienced instructors can now take full advantage of the benefits of simulation.

Urine catheterization system

The SimCenter platform offers easy access to 
validated content from worldwide simulation 
experts – so you can take advantage of their 

experience and get the most from every  
learning opportunity. This is delivered in  
a fully integrated system that includes:

SimStoreTM - SimDeveloperTM 
SimManagerTM - SimViewTM

See pages 94-107

SimMan
See pages 156-165

for Services relating to
SimMan Essential
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Medical Education Patient Simulators - Advanced

Blinking eyesIV training arm SimMan Essential Bleeding:  
bleeding/ trauma modules 

SimMan

213-02015 SimMan Essential (AUS) Manikin 
 and accessories
 
400-10215 Laptop  (AUS) Instructor - Pat.Monitor
400-09215 Tablet-PC (AUS) Instructor - Pat.Monitor
400-09515 Rugged-Tablet  (AUS) 
 Instructor - Pat.Monitor
400-29315 All In One Panel PC (AUS) 
 Instructor - Pat.Monitor

Optional 
400-96050  USB HD WEB CAM
400-20050 Keyboard+Mouse USB (IE) 
212-29650 Headset+Mic with USB

Mobile and flexible

Whether you are running your simulation programs in the field for realistic 

EMS or Military scenarios, in an ambulance, or in a hospital setting, the SimMan 

Essential patient simulator is easy to set up and transfer. 

Easy-to-use software

Proven software that allows flexible management of all patient parameters.  

Use of Handlers and Trends enable multiple physiological and pharmacological 

changes in the simulation.

Immediate debriefing

With the world’s first integrated Video Debriefing System, the SimMan Essential 

patient simulator provides a quick and easy debriefing solution for immediate 

reviewing of student performance to capitalize on learning opportunities.

Built to last

Robust and reliable, the SimMan Essential patient simulator will withstand  

the rigors of extensive use in field-based simulations.












